Please respect the surrounding neighbours by observing posted signs and speed limits.

For your safety and convenience please observe signage on roadways and parking areas at Island Health sites.

Legend:
- Parking Office
- Change Machine
- Public Parking
- Persons With Disabilities Public Parking
- Outpatient
- Emergency Client Only
- Parking Lot Restrictions:
  - Lot A - Physiotherapy Patients Only (07:30 to 17:30 Monday to Friday)
  - Lot B - Staff Parking authorized only after 17:00
  - Lot C - VIC Patients Only Pay-By-Space Parking (No Weekly Permits/Contractors/Staff)
  - Lot I - Physicians valid to park in Reserved Lot from 15:00 to 24:00
  - Lot J - This parking lot is open for Public Parking from 15:00 to 24:00

Public Weekly Permits valid in Lots A, B, E, G